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IT WORKS presents a concise, definite plan for bettering your conditions in life. It shows you how to

use the Mighty Power within that is anxious and willing to serve you if you know how to use it.IT

WORKS shows you how. All scientific, psychological and theological explanations are eliminated.

Three hundred pages are boiled down to ten minutes of interesting facts, a definite plan and three

short rules of accomplishment. Don t let your worldly, objective mind keep you from more prosperity

and happiness any longer.Test the power of this simple book that defies tradition and experience.

Millions have tried the plan it presents and know in truth that IT DOES WORK.
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How to put 'It Works' to work for YOU!The powerful idea presented so simply and well in 'It Works'

will change your life. I know this because it has changed mine. The fantastic results that I have

created using this idea have motivated me to investigate these principles for 25 years.I want you to

be rich with things that make you happy. I'm going to give you ideas and images you can use to

help you be more successful with the list technique presented in 'It Works'.What I have Done With 'It

Works'My annual income is now 35 times greater than it was the day I first read this little book. I



have gained houses, cars, boats, businesses, friends, a family, and numerous creative and

prospering ideas using the principles set forth in this book.In the last 25 years I have spent

thousands of hours teaching these ideas to other people. I've seen many people use the ideas in

this book to create something new in their life, and I have seen others who are not so successful

with it. I want you to be one of the successful ones.How to Succeed with your ListFirst, let's take a

little test. Take a sheet of paper (or your word processor) and without looking at the book write down

the 'Three Positive Rules of Accomplishment' that are the key to this technique.Then go back and

compare them to the text. How did you do?Did you miss a few? I did when I first tried this test

myself.If you read this book and it never goes farther than words and ideas in your mind, then you

have lost the advantage of it.The key to success with this method it to DO IT, not just think about it.

Don??t think that by reading it, even many times, that you will know it.

I will be ordering this book for the 3rd or 4th time. Mine has fallen apart, as I carry it in the flap of my

purse. I LOVE the SIZE of this book, and I gave "It Works" as a gift to my sister. She followed the

instructions. She has lived a hard life, 3 failed marriages: 1st husband unfaithful, 2nd husband

suicide, 3rd husband verbally abusive,...she has also had failed relationships, has struggled terribly

financially. She followed the instructions in "It Works..." she has made a list in which she has

checked off several that have transpired...She has just self published a book about a failed internet

relationship, has completed an aerobics course, (certified to be an instructor), has a brand new car,

a lovely home, CLARITY in her life, manicure, pedicure at least twice a month, currently studying

french. She has also developed a back bone and no longer allows anyone to intimidate her. When I

say to her, "how are you going to do THAT?" She says, "WATCH ME." She has married a decent

man. She gets her hair done regularly, just bought a new leather jacket, and she looks smashing.

She attributes the accomplishment of her goals to this tiny little book, "It Works." One of my goals is

to self publish a little booklet like "It Works" to inspire others. I read it when waiting in line, having a

slice of pizza, and I've made a list of my goals on the front cover. I paid $3.00 for it, but I'm

re-ordering it for $4.99. Worth it. $4.99 will not put me in the poor house! Tremendous advice and

motivational each time I read it. SIDEBAR: One thing on my list is a brand new fire engine red car.

Another desire a new kitchen window. Had new window installed last fall, and I will have my new car

by the end of 2007. As far as I'm concerned, $4.
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